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The richly diverse subject of Australian naAve flora conAnues to be a source of wonder and inspiraAon as we learn 
more about the natural world and appreciate its Ameless complexity. This exhibiAon brings together a group of 
contemporary arAsts who share a passion for naAve plants. 

Davey, Hasse5 and Lewis present a domesAc perspecAve of naAve flora. Hasse5’s realist painAngs bring our 
a5enAon to the nuanced green hues in a gum leaf while Davey’s broader brushstrokes capture a humble sAllness 
in clusters of glowing red waratahs and flowering eucalypts. 

Tonkin is well known for her sensory depicAons of the bush at her Kalorama home in the Dandenong Ranges. 
Following her sell out show in Sydney last year, we are excited to present a new painAng she has created for this 
exhibiAon. Tonkin’s semi abstract works on linen show flora in its natural context – pa5erns of light and shadow 
among trees, ferns and leaf li5er - the Australian bush alive with all its swirling undercurrents.  

Butler de Castro’s black and white etching captures a sense of whimsy with an adult and juvenile cockatoo eyeing 
each other beneath the arching bough of a sheoak tree. Meanwhile Gibbs’ hand coloured etchings are miniature 
odes to each month of the year in 2017, documenAng the seasons through the indigenous flora growing around 
her home in Somers.  

Wolseley has worked all over Australia creaAng maps of a different kind. Part arAst, part scienAst, he uses a 
complex of drawing and printmaking techniques to document his findings of minuAae such as moth wings, leaves 
and seeds to illuminate aspects of living systems and the shi^ing dynamics of our planet. 

Images: (clockwise from top le^) Bronwen Gibbs, detail from book 2017, hand coloured etching, 5 
x 5 cm, Kate Butler de Castro, Wonga Cockies  2014, etching, aquaAnt & drypoint, 15 x 20cm, a/p, 
Phillip Davey, Corymbia (Eucalyptus) Eximia 2017, oil on linen on board, 36 x 40 cm, Hertha Kluge-
Po5, Wings of kelp - page 4  2009, drypoint etching, 44 x 49.5 cm, ediAon 12 
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